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Purpose

Consolidation /of data privacy in 31

countries in 28 EEA (+3 countries)

Clarity on Fines

Prior fines

Now

Clarity on Fundamental human rights

on the data subject

Extraterritorial Applicability

What's the same
adequacy decisions

model clauses

What's New

New set of criteria for European

Commission to assess whether data

protection in 3rd country is adequate

*Art 41(2)

Binding Corp Rules officially

recognized 9Art 42 (2)(a))

New Data Transfer Mechanisms (Art

42 (2)(d) and (e)

codes of conduct

certification mechanisms

Admin burden

Europe

Harmonization

Enforcement Now - One stop Shop -

The DPA of the main establishment for the

business will be the main regulator for that

business

Applicability

Exclusions

GDPR now applies to data processors

and controllers(like before)

New concepts

Only alive natural people are covered

by GDPR , . Corporations are not

covered by GDPR

Personal infor includes anything
Location data is PI

IP addresses

cookie Identifiers

Radio Frequency ID tags

Pseudonymization

Encrypted data is personal data because with

use of keys, data can be reassembled

Biometric Data

personal data

resulting from technical processing

relating to physical, pysiologicval behavior

which allows or confirms identification

sucha s facial, gate etc

Controller/Processor
now GDPR also applies to processors unless it is deanonymized to extent not PI anymore

Consent

Profiling
Automated processing of personal data to predict

performance at work

economic situation

health

personal preference

interests

reliability

behaviour

location

Personal Data Breach
breach of security leading to accidental or unlawful

destruction

loss

alteration

unathorized disclosure

access

New data transfer mechanisms

Codes of conduct

Options for Data Transfers
How to assess

What is adequacy decision in that jurisdiction

In absence of adequacy Decision

Adequacy

Criteria for onward transfers

Obligation for the EC to monitor adequacy

Yes on ongoing basis Art 41(4a)

Periodic Review at least every 4 years
(Recital (81b) and Art 41 (3)

Obligation to consider findings of EU

Parliament, Council and other relevant bodies

and sources (Recital 81(b)

EC may repeal, amend or suspend adequacy decision

without retroactive effect (Art 41 (5)

this doesn't affect data transfers based on

other data transfer mechanisms or

derogations 9Art 41 (6))

Possibility for EC to repeal an

adequacy decision may create legal

uncertainty

Schrems Case raised the level for

adequacy assessment

Criteria from Schrems case (C-362/14)

adequate means essential equivalent

effective judicial remedies and redress must be

available (par 95 of schrems)

DPA's independent oversight applies to data

transfers to adequate countries 9Par 54 of

schrems)

Core Principles

Accuracy

Relationship with rights of

Rectification,

Erasure (RTBF), A data subject right to ask for erasure

Restriction of processing

assessment of sources

context

measures to be adopted

legal grounds

Restrictions and BCRs: common rules

Data Quality

Accurate and update without delay

Every reasonable step to ensure inaccurate

data erased or rectified

Art 5(1)9d)

see ICO example https://ico.org.uk/for-organizations/guide-to-data-protection/principle-4-accuracy/

Minimization

Purpose

Thoughts

data flows

meeting principles

Data Breach Notifications

Notifications - Art 33
72 hours to DPA

unles sunlikely to result ina risk to rights and

freedoms of natural persons. If not made

within 72 hours, it shall be accompanied by

reasons for the delay

processors shall notify controller without

undue delay after becoming aware of personal

data breach

Art 4(12) - personal data breach

a breach of security leading to accidental,

unlawful destruction, loss, alteration,

unauthorised disclosure of or access to

personal data transmitted, stored or otherwise

processed

Art 29 WP Opinion 03/2014 on

Personal Data breach notification

Processing

Legitimate Basis for Processing

Lawful only if have any of these

Required under documentation to prove

which legal basis used

Compatible 2nd ary Purposes

Processing of Special Categories

Security of the processing

When can you object to processing

Inter relationship of controllers and processors

controller

determines purpose and means of processing

may determin alon eor jointly New under GDPR can have joint controllers

joint controllers must determine respective responsibility jointly and severally liable (Art 82 (4)

Liability

(Art 82(4)

Liable for non compliant processing

Must prove not responsible for event causing damage

Processor

New direct obligations under GDPR

record of data processing

breach reporting (to controller)

appointment of DPO (when threshold met)

data transfer restrictions

Tighter control

role based obligations

Liability
Liable where no compliant w gdpr processor obligations

Must also prove not responsible for event causing damage

Individual Rights

general principals

Transparency

Rectification

Erasure

Restriction of data

Profiling (Art 22)

Action Points

ID processing for
direct marketing

Do following

3rd party follow-up

Portability

Notification Req

Limitations on Subjects Access

Portability

Action Points
review privacy policies and do the following

Regulatory Affairs type of employers

check your exemptions

prejudice to the controller

numerous special cases

Exemptions

General Requirements

Privacy Impact Assessments under GDPR

Disagreement with a Supervisory Authority

Data Protection Officers (Art 37-39) requirements

New responsibilities

Must be appointed for

Req to know (Art 37(5) & Art 38

Section 4 - Article 35

Contract Mgmnt

General Document Req

Employment Issues

Journalism

MS shall enact law to reconsile/

balance DP and Freedom of INfo

MS shall provide these exemptions or

derogations (based on Data controller

location) :

Principles Chapt II

Rights of DS

Chap 3

Chapt

Controller and processor Chap 4

transfers Chap 5

DPA Chap 6

Cooperation and consistency Chap 7

Specific Situations Chap 9

Right to erasure

doesn't apply to extent necessary for

exercising the right of freedom of expression

and information

Research

Areas

Archiving in public interest

Scientific or Historical Research

Statistical Purposes

Req appropriate safeguards

MS and EU can still adopt derogations

to rights if "render impossible or

seriously impair" achievement of

purposes

MS and EU Derogations

Scientific Research

One Stop Shop

How It Works

One stop- urgency procedure where

matters are urgent

Binding Decision to resolve
who is the competent DPA for that company

EDPB Opinions: Process

Remedies, Sanctions, Liabilities

Rights

Liabilities

Penalties

FINES

Up to greater of the 10m pounds or

2% of total world wide turnover

Expected issues to fall in to this penalty

20m or 4% world wide turnover
Expected issues to fall in to this penalty

Resources
Reading

Resource Center

GDPR IAPP Comprehensive Conference 2016.mmap - 5/19/2016 - Mindjet


